Accelerating Digital Transformation

InRhythm™

Agile Organizational Assessments
High Velocity Product Development
Over 100 team transitions, over 65 Enterprise Product Launches & Growing

Customized Roadmaps to Reducing Lead Time & Accelerating Product Development
We accelerate software product development from ideation through the
entire roadmap to deployment. With a systematic, scientific approach,
we dive deep and investigate over 140 data points. We customize your
vision map by working with your program office to cover the value stream,
customer journey, roles, leadership, culture, dev ops, technical debt,
change readiness and root cause.
In just 6 weeks, we discover your top 7 immediately addressable gaps,
craft actionable recommendations, benchmark how you stack up and
deliver a clear roadmap to reduce lead time and increase capacity.

Client Success
In the highly competitive, fast-paced world of
finance, any delays, lack or resources, quality issues
or misalignment can seriously affect the bottom line
of the entire organization.
In just under 6 weeks, our Enterprise Assessment
for one of the world’s leading financial institutions
uncovered 12 gaps that required immediate
attention, and unveiled a clear roadmap to reducing
app lead time 35% and increasing capacity 100%.

What Do Our Clients Say
“InRhythm practitioners had an
uncanny ability to get immediately at the
root of organizational issues and solve
them with a structured,
insightful approach. Spend an hour with
them and you will learn something
meaningful, I promise.”
Rachel Jarett
Vice President, Kids and Specialty
Products
Barnes & Noble.com

“InRhythm took just a week
to thoroughly analyze the
architecture and profile the
performance of a system that was
being developed for 18 months. They
came up with a prioritized list of
technical debt that needs
to be addressed, and gave us a critical
resource to augment our project needs.
We highly recommend them.”
Fred Lizza
CEO
Dydacomp
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